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Modification of the LSCM-GDC cathode to enhance performance for high temperature CO$_2$ electrolysis via solid oxide electrolysis cells (SOECs)

X. Yue,* and J. T. S. Irvine,*

Extensive efforts have been made to find new fuel electrode materials for solid oxide cells with high activity and durability to provide more robust materials than the state-of-the-art material, the Ni-cermet. In the present study, a Ni-free cathode is presented with competitive performance and higher durability than a well-behaved Ni-YSZ cermet for CO$_2$ electrolysis via SOEC. A (La, Sr)(Cr, Mn, Mn)O$_2$/Gd$_2$O$_3$ (LSCM/GDC) cathode fabricated by vacuum infiltration of GDC nitrate solutions into a LSCM/YSZ (8 mol% yttria stabilised zirconia) skeleton is reported. A porous YSZ layer introduced between the dense electrolyte and this cathode helps to maintain a good cathode/electrolyte interface, whilst the nano-structured GDC phase introduced on the surface of LSCM/YSZ backbone is advantageous to boost the cathode electrochemical and catalytic properties towards CO$_2$ reduction by SOEC. Vacuum impregnation therefore offers an effective means to modify the microstructure of LSCM/GDC material set used as cathode for high temperature CO$_2$ electrolysis. With the doping of Pd co-catalyst after GDC impregnation, the cathode activity of the GDC impregnated LSCM material is further enhanced for high temperature CO$_2$ electrolysis, and the 0.5wt% Pd and GDC co-impregnated LSCM cathode achieves an Rp value of 0.24 Ω cm$^2$ at OCV at 900°C in CO$_2$-CO$_2$-30 mixture, a comparable level to a high performance Ni-YSZ cathode operated in the identical conditions.

1. Introduction

The electrochemical conversion of CO$_2$ for chemicals and fuels production is an attractive proposition for CO$_2$ utilization/recycling, not only because of its possibility of reducing greenhouse gas emissions but also of the opportunities it offers to mitigate human dependence on non-renewable fossil fuels consumption, thus, it will direct us towards a more sustainable carbon-neutral economy. What is more, carbonaceous fuels from CO$_2$ conversion are compatible with the existing petroleum infrastructure, which avoids the need to build an entirely new infrastructure as the H$_2$ fuel encounters. When renewable energy is utilized, the resulting fuels from CO$_2$ conversion can be viewed as energy carriers with higher energy density, in comparison with H$_2$, which has a lower volumetric energy density.[1]

The electrochemical reduction of CO$_2$ has been extensively studied in aqueous solutions at ambient temperature.[2-8] These low temperature processes utilise various metal/metal oxide electrodes and underwent several critical problems, such as low reaction kinetics due to the low CO$_2$ solubility in aqueous electrolyte,[5, 6] and catalyst deactivation from graphite and/or hydroxide poisons.[2, 5] and the requirement of pH control for desirable product selectivity etc.[2] Compared with low temperature electrolysis, the high temperature CO$_2$ electrolysis via SOECs has a number of positive traits.[10-12] It employs an all-ceramic device, thereby avoids the problems associated with utilizing aqueous electrolyte, e.g. leakage and corrosions. The ability to use gas diffusion electrodes affords abundant availability of CO$_2$ to active sites, and additionally, the high temperature (700-1000°C) operation accelerates electrode kinetics. The high temperature operation, on the other hand, greatly decreases the electric demand by utilising thermal energy, e.g. waste heat as well as Joule heating from the system itself. Working in the reverse manner of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), the advances in technology and material in SOFCs can be readily applied in SOECs. These positive features have motivated extensive research into CO$_2$ electrolysis by SOECs in recent years.

To realise efficient CO$_2$ electrochemical reduction through SOEC, a high performance and durable negative electrode is crucial. Apparently, the state-of-art Ni cermet is not a satisfactory cathode material for high temperature CO$_2$ electrolysis because it requires strict controlling of fuel compositions to maintain metallic catalyst and to avoid carbon deposition.[13-14] Previously, we have examined several SOEC cathode materials for CO$_2$ reduction, including LSCM-YSZ and LSCM-GDC composite.[15] Comparisons to Ni-YSZ cathode showed that the carbon-tolerant LSCM based ceramic cathodes suffered from insufficient electro-catalytic activity towards CO$_2$ dissociation reaction. The LSCM-GDC composite cathode exhibited promise in operation conditions in CO$_2$ electrolysis. However, it displayed large polarization resistance (Rp) at open circuit, due to the restricted triple phase boundaries (TPBs) from high
temperature fabrication. [17-18] Wet impregnation is a frequently used technique in SOFC to obtain high electrode activities. [19] Attempts to seek cathode materials that can compete with Ni towards steam and CO₂ electrolysis were also reported using the impregnation technique; [20-23] however, this has not been fully successful. Gorte et al reported an excellent electrode with 0.5wt% Pd, 5wt% Ce₀.₄₄Zr₀.₅₆O₂, and 45wt% LSCM infiltrated into YSZ scaffold which performed better than Ni-YSZ cermet in fuel cell operation, however, the comparison in electrolyser mode was not available, nor the stability of the system in CO₂-CO mixture. [20] K. Xie et al successively investigated LSCM based electrode impregnated with V₂O₅ and Ni for CO₂ and steam electrolysis, but the reported Faradaic efficiencies were not satisfying with the durability being another concern, especially with Ni. [21-23] Cu was also studied to provide electronic conductivity and catalytic activity in the aid of LSCM electrode for H₂O-CO₂ co-electrolysis, yet the system suffered from increased resistance with increasing CO₂ feed. [23] Due to the low melting temperature of Cu, stability of the Cu-LSCM material is again an issue. Efforts here will be made to modify the LSCM/GDC cathode fabrication procedures, aiming to enhance its performance for CO₂ dissociation to a comparable level to Ni-cermet, by means of vacuum impregnation. The microstructure and performance of the impregnation-derived cathode will be characterized and compared with the counterpart cathode prepared from screen-printing. A durability study will be carried out on the impregnation-derived LSCM-GDC cathode in CO₂-CO mixture for high temperature CO₂ electrolysis.

2. Experimental

2.1 Single cell fabrication

The SOECs prepared were with three-electrode configuration. The cathode of interest, fabricated by various procedures, was on one side of YSZ electrolyte as working electrode whereas, the LSM-ScSZ (scandium stabilised zirconia) composite was screen-printed on the other side of electrolyte as both counter and reference electrode, and the electrochemical contribution of the LSM-ScSZ oxygen electrode is revealed in Figure S1.

The initial fabrication steps involved the preparation of YSZ pellets, YSZ and LSCM (La₀.₇₅Sr₀.₂₅₀.₉₇Cr₀.₉₀Mn₀.₁₀O₃₋δ) screen-printing inks and GDC (Gd₀.₁Ce₀.₉O₁.₉₅) nitrate solution. The YSZ screen-printing ink was prepared by mixing the oxide powder, dispersant and organic binders via ball milling with spherical zirconia grinding media (8mm in diameter). Glassy carbon and graphite, with a ratio of 20:80, were used as pore formers. The amount of pore formers was 30 wt%, lower than which did not give a sufficiently porous layer for subsequent infiltration and higher than which made the YSZ ink too thick to be printed on the surface of YSZ electrolyte. The LSCM ink was prepared in a similar fashion. The as-prepared YSZ ink was printed on the dense YSZ pellet, followed by printing a relatively thick LSCM porous layer on top and co-firing these two layers at 1300°C.

GDC nitrate solution (2M) was prepared, for which Gd(NO₃)₃-6H₂O (Aldrich) and Ce(NO₃)₃-6H₂O (Fisher Scientific) nitrates in stoichiometric ratio were dissolved into distilled water. The following steps were adding GDC aqueous nitrate solution into LSCM/YSZ porous layers in vacuum condition (0.22bar) and heat treatment at 500°C to decompose nitrates. Due to the impregnation was carried out in a home-built vessel with pressure control, as illustrated in Figure 1. The impregnation steps were repeated until the GDC loading reached 50% with respect to the weight of LSCM/YSZ bilayers. Finally, the sample was calcined at 1100°C, and LSM-ScSZ positive electrode was printed and fired at 1100°C afterwards.

An SOEC with GDC impregnated YSZ cathode was also fabricated by infiltrating GDC nitrate solution into a solely YSZ porous skeleton, similar to the preparation of the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode. An image of the freshly made GDC impregnated LSM cathode (marked as No. 1 in Fig. 1) and GDC impregnated YSZ cathode (marked as No. 2 in Fig 1) SOEC is presented in Fig. 1.

Dopant levels of Pd catalyst (0.5-1 wt%) were introduced into cathode by wet atmospheric impregnation and thermal treatment at 500°C after GDC impregnation, and comparisons were made to the cathode without Pd co-catalyst. In parallel, infiltration of Ni (1 wt%) and Pd (0.5 wt%) co-catalyst was conducted in a similar manner into the LSCM-GDC (weight ratio 50-50) composite cathode manufactured via screen-printing and high temperature sintering (at 1200-1300°C), in order to screen the cathode material with the highest performance towards CO₂ electrolysis.

2.2 Electrochemical characterization and post-mortem measurement

Pt paste and wires were fired at 900°C to function as current...
collectors before electrochemical characterizations. The testing set-up and gas flows used were explained elsewhere. [27] Briefly, a gas mixture with different CO₂/CO ratios (controlled by mass flow controllers) at a flow rate of 30ml/min was used as fuel for CO₂ electrolysis. Polarization curves and AC-impedance spectra of the as-prepared SOECs were measured in CO₂/CO mixtures from 900 to 750°C at an interval of 50°C, using a ZAHNER IM6e Electrochemical Workstation. The scanning frequency in impedance measurement ranged from 10² to 0.1Hz at an amplitude of 20mV. Impedance comparisons were made between the LSCM/GDC cathodes manufactured via different approaches for CO₂ electrolysis. Polarization resistance (Rₚ) from different cathode was estimated from the values at lowest frequency and the intercept of the impedance arc with the real axis at high frequency. This was done as the impedance arc did not intersect with the real axis even at a frequency as low as 0.015Hz and there was no extra arc due to the downward tendency of the low frequency arc as frequency decreased.

A stability test on the 0.5wt%Pd and GDC co-impregnated LSCM cathode working in CO₂-CO 50-50 mixture for CO₂ electrolysis was carried out by recording the voltage variations as a function of operating time at a constant current density of -0.15 Acm⁻² at 900°C, and the impedance responses before and after the stability test were recorded.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was employed to study the microstructure of the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode before and after electrochemical characterization, and the equipment used were Jeol JSM 5600 (with tungsten filament) and Jeol JSM-6700F (with field emission gun). The energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was incorporated for element identification, and an Oxford INCA Energy 2000 device was coupled with SEM instrument for this purpose.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Microstructure of the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode

Figure 2 shows the SEM images of a freshly made GDC impregnated LSCM cathode. From the cross-section view (Fig. 2(a)), it can be seen that a fairly good cathode/elctrolyte interface is obtained due to the introduction of a porous YSZ layer between electrolyte and the bulk cathode. A total thickness of 60-70μm is identified for the cathode, with ~20μm for porous YSZ layer and ~40μm for porous LSCM layer (confirmed by EDX). For this cathode, it is the large sized LSCM particles, and/or the YSZ particles in the region close to the dense YSZ electrolyte, serve as the backbone for cathode. In Fig. 2(b) and (c), it is clear that the infiltrated GDC particles are highly dispersed on the surface of LSCM/YSZ skeleton with GDC particles sized at ~ 50-100 nm. It is noteworthy from Fig. 2 (b) and (c) that the morphology of the GDC coatings over YSZ and LSCM seem different. The GDC particles are well interconnected with each other on YSZ surfaces, whereas they are rather scattered over the LSCM. Gorte et al reported the interfacial interactions between ceria and YSZ in a similar structure (i.e. ceria coated porous YSZ substrate) and the

![Figure 2](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure. 2** Cross-sectional view (a, b and c) and surface view (d, e) of a freshly made GDC impregnated LSCM cathode applied in high temperature SOEC (a: cross-section of the whole cathode/elctrolyte interface; b: the inner cathode, i.e the GDC impregnated YSZ zone; c: the outer cathode area, i.e. the GDC impregnated LSCM region; d: surface view of the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode; e: a close-up look of d.).
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considerable mobility of ceria films over YSZ as a function of temperature and reducing/oxidizing environment. [24-25]

The discrete distribution of GDC particles over LSCM is more notable from the surface view in Fig. 2 (d) and (e), where the GDC nano-particles locate on the surface of the cathode backbone in a high dispersion. And impressively, the highly dispersed GDC particles bridge the large LSCM particles, which are believed to be ideal for expanding surface areas and providing extra active sites for cathode reaction. The impregnation-derived cathode is thus advantageous for extending triple phase boundaries and boosting the cathode electrochemical activity.

The cathode microstructure revealed in Fig. 2 is significantly different from those prepared via screen-printing. [17] The wet impregnation gives more flexibility for optimising the electrode microstructure in SOFCs/SOECs, as the electrode components can be added separately and fired at different temperatures to tune their properties according to their functions. Here, the vacuum impregnation enables the addition of a large amount of highly active GDC into cathode substrate and the uniform distribution of the infiltrated GDC phase (confirmed by EDX), without sacrificing the electrolyte/cathode interfacial contacting, as encountered in the cathode prepared from the traditional ceramic mixing method, e.g., screen-printing.

3.2 High temperature CO₂ electrolysis performance of the impregnation-induced cathode

The GDC impregnated LSCM cathode. Figure 3 and 4 display the electrochemical results of the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode SOEC working in various CO₂-CO mixtures at 900°C. In Fig. 3(a), a fairly linear relation between potential and current density can be seen. Due to the employment of a 2mm thick YSZ electrolyte, it is expected that the ohmic resistance (Rs) would be the dominant limitation for the cell performance. Also in Fig. 3(a), only marginal difference in performance is observed on the cell working in varying CO₂-CO mixtures. A similar phenomenon is noticed from Fig. 3(b), in which the Tafel-like behaviour is shown for the cell overpotential vs. logarithm of current density. An increase in CO₂ concentration from 50% to 90% does not impact the polarization losses in operational

Figure 3. Polarization curves (a) and the Tafel-plots (b) of a SOEC with the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode operating in CO₂-CO mixtures at 900°C. The inset in (b) is the comparison of ASR (values calculated from Tafel plot) between SOEC and SOFC operations at an overpotential of 0.5V.

Figure 4. (a) Nyquist plots and (b) Bode plots of the impedance data from the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode working under OCV at 900°C in CO₂-CO mixtures.
conditions for the GDC/LSCM cathode fabricated via vacuum impregnation, meaning that it is able to work in a wide range of CO₂- CO ratios without affecting its output significantly in CO₂ electrolysis.

Great asymmetry in polarization behaviour is found for CO oxidation and CO₂ reduction reaction from the infiltration derived GDC/LSCM electrode in Fig. 3(b). At a potential of 0.5V (vs OCV) at 900°C, the area specific resistance (ASR) is 3.85, 3.70, and 3.64 Ω cm² for CO₂ reduction in CO₂ concentration of 90%, 70%, and 50% respectively, whilst it is 4.09, 3.75, and 3.66 Ω cm² for CO oxidation. These suggest a higher performance in SOEC than in SOFC operation from the impregnation derived GDC/LSCM electrode. P. Kim-Lohsoontorn et al. reported a similar trend from Ni-GDC cathode used for steam electrolys. stressing that ceria-based electrode favours operation in electrolysis mode.[26-27]

Consistent result was also reported on Laₐ₃.₅Sr₄.₅TiO₃-δ Ce₀.₃La₀.₅O₁.₇₅₄ electrode at 800°C in H₂-H₂O atmospheres.[28]

Noting the difference between the ASR from SOEC and that from SOFC in 90% CO₂ is more distinct than in lower CO₂ concentrations, which indicates that the infiltration-originated GDC/LSCM cathode is beneficial for efficient electrolysis at CO₂-rich fuels.

The open circuit voltage (OCV) values from the cell with the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode working in varying CO₂- CO atmospheres are shown in Table 1. These values were obtained from the three-electrode measurement; and they are very close to the theoretical values expected from the Nernst equation. In addition, the experimental OCV values in Table 1 are much higher than those obtained from the screen-printed LSCM-GDC composite cathode in identical conditions,[17] which probably originates from the expanded reaction areas and the accelerated electrode kinetics from the optimised microstructure offered by vacuum impregnation of GDC into LSCM/YSZ scaffold.

The impedance results of the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode operated in CO₂-CO mixtures at 900°C at OCV are compared in Figure 4. The ohmic loss in Fig. 4(a) is significant, with a dominant contribution from the 2mm thick electrolyte applied in the present study and a minor lateral contribution from cathode due to the introduction of a porous YSZ interlayer. Optimisation in the thickness of the interlayer is thus necessary to minimize the cathode ohmic loss in future work. It can be seen from Fig. 4(a) that the Rs does not vary with gas compositions, whereas the Rp reduces against increasing CO concentration. These observations are similar to those found from the screen-printed LSCM-GDC cathode,[17-18] therefore, can be explained likewise by the reinforced electrocatalytic properties, such as oxide ion mobility and surface exchange rate, from LSCM-GDC composite in increasingly reducing atmosphere.

However, the impedance behaviour from the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode is in great contrast with those from the screen-printed LSCM-GDC counterpart in identical conditions. Instead of the Gerischer-like impedance dispersion from the latter,[18] two distinct arcs with the high frequency arcs overlapped in various atmospheres and the low frequency arc diminished against increasing CO concentration are seen from the former. This can be attributed to the microstructure diversities from the cathodes manufactured in different procedures, which affect their electrochemical behaviour accordingly. The Bode plots in Fig. 4(b) show that the characteristic frequencies are around 10¹ Hz and 1 Hz respectively for the high frequency and low frequency arc respectively for the infiltration derived GDC/LSCM cathode.

The performance of the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode operated in CO₂-CO 70-30 atmosphere during cooling from 900°C to 750°C is illustrated in Figure 5. In Fig. 5(a), it is observed that the polarization losses increase with lowering operation temperature, confirmed by the impedance spectra in Fig. 5(b)

Table 1. Comparisons between theoretical and measured OCV values from a three-electrode SOEC with the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode working in CO₂-CO mixtures at 900°C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CO₂-CO</th>
<th>Theoretical value</th>
<th>Measured value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90-10</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-30</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-50</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.891</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Polarisation curves (a) and impedance spectra (b) of the SOEC with the GDC infiltrated LSCM cathode working in CO₂ mixture at temperature ranging from 900°C to 750°C at an interval of around 50°C.
which sees enlarged impedance arcs and a decreasing characteristic frequency for the low frequency arc as a result of retarded surface kinetics with lowering temperature. The asymmetry in polarization losses from electrolysis mode and fuel cell mode is presented over the whole temperature range. Table 2 shows the ASR values of the impregnation-produced LSCM/GDC cathode at 0.5V vs OCV for both electrolysis and fuel cell operation in CO\textsubscript{2}-CO 70-30 at different temperatures. The trend that the impregnation derived electrode performs better in electrolysis than in fuel cell mode becomes more significant with declining temperature. At 750°C, the ASR at 0.5V is 6.88 Ω cm\textsuperscript{2} for CO\textsubscript{2} reduction and 7.52 Ω cm\textsuperscript{2} for CO oxidation respectively. Besides, the polarization curves were recorded while scanning potential from OCV to 1.4V (vs OCV), then to -0.5V (vs OCV) and backwards to OCV finally. Clearly there are no hysteresis on the polarization curves in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 5(a), indicating the stability of the GDC impregnated LSCM material in a wide range of operating conditions.

To compare the performance of the LSCM/GDC composite fabricated via different procedures, the Rp values of each cathode working in the same conditions are summarized in Table 3. Detailed CO\textsubscript{2} electrolysis performance of the screen-printed LSCM-GDC (fired at 1300°C) composite cathode has been reported in Ref 17-18. In Table 3, the Rp values of the LSCM-GDC composite manufactured by screen-printing decline slightly upon lowering sintering temperature from 1300°C to 1200°C, due to the mitigation in particle growth and agglomeration, and the Rp values decrease further against introducing 1wt% Ni co-catalyst. The introduction of 0.5wt% Pd to screen-printed LSCM-GDC composite displayed marginally smaller Rp compared to 1 wt% Ni analogy (results not included here). However, the decreases in Rp by lowering sintering temperature and introducing co-catalyst to screen-printed cathodes are limited. Also, the electrolyte/cathode interfaces deteriorated when sintering temperature dropped for screen-printed cathodes.

Such problems were prevented in the GDC/LSCM cathode prepared via vacuum impregnation, by which means the cathode components were introduced and fired separately at temperatures suitable for each of them. Meanwhile, the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode presents markedly smaller Rp values compared to the screen-printed cathodes in Table 3. The Rp values from the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode are 0.65, 0.42, and 0.35 Ω cm\textsuperscript{2} for CO\textsubscript{2} electrochemical reduction in CO\textsubscript{2}-CO 90-10, 70-30 and 50-50 fuels at OCV at 900°C respectively, more than two-fold smaller than those from the screen-printed LSCM-GDC composite cathode in the identical conditions. The extraordinary electro-catalytic activity of the GDC/LSCM cathode fabricated by vacuum impregnation is undoubtedly due to the modified microstructure featuring with nano-sized GDC particles in highly dispersion over the surface of the LSCM/YSZ backbone, which is desirable for increasing active reaction sites, extending the cathode TPBs and therefore promoting the cathode electrochemical properties. Additionally, the enhancement in GDC properties in an active SOEC operation such as CO\textsubscript{2} reduction is significant, especially when the material is in nano scale.\textsuperscript{[24, 29]} This can be verified by the increasingly reduced Rp values with increasing CO fraction, compared to screen-printed cathodes.

LSCM is a p-type conductor and shows predominantly electronic conductivity, therefore, the addition of oxygen ion conducting phase, such as YSZ and/or GDC, would tremendously promote the ionic conductivity, and enhance cathode performance, which could be demonstrated by the overall reaction of CO\textsubscript{2} electrochemical reduction expressed in Equation (1) where \(V_0^+, e^-\), and \(O_2^\Delta\) stand for an oxygen vacancy provided by electrolyte, free electron from cathode, and an oxygen ion in the YSZ electrolyte lattice, respectively.\textsuperscript{[20]}

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CO}_2 + V_0^+ + 2e^- &= O_2^\Delta + CO \\
\text{CO}_2 + V_{\Delta,\text{YSZ}} + 2e^- &\Rightarrow CO + O_{2,\text{YSZ}}^\Delta \\
\text{CO}_2 + V_{\Delta,\text{GDC}} + 2e^- &\Rightarrow CO + O_{2,\text{GDC}}^\Delta
\end{align*}
\]

In LSCM-YSZ and LSCM-GDC composite cathodes, the CO\textsubscript{2} electrochemical reduction could be realised through Equation (2) and (3) where \(V_{\Delta,\text{YSZ}}, V_{\Delta,\text{GDC}}\) and \(O_{2,\text{YSZ}}, O_{2,\text{GDC}}^\Delta\) represent oxygen vacancies supplied by YSZ/GDC phase and oxygen ions in YSZ/GDC lattice in composite cathode, respectively. Indicated by Equation (1-3), the active reaction area for CO\textsubscript{2} reduction is significantly extended by adding the high oxygen ion conducting phase to LSCM, and this is particularly the case when the introduced phase is in nano-sized particles as in the

### Table 2. ASR at an overpotential of 0.5V from electrolysis and fuel cell operations on the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode working in CO\textsubscript{2}-CO 70-30 at 900-750°C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Electrolysis mode</th>
<th>Fuel cell mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>4.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>5.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>751</td>
<td>6.88</td>
<td>7.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Summary of Rp values from the different routes-induced LSCM/GDC cathode for CO\textsubscript{2} electrolysis at 900°C in CO\textsubscript{2}-CO systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CO\textsubscript{2}-CO ratio</th>
<th>LSCM-GDC (Screen-printing, 1300°C)</th>
<th>LSCM-GDC (Screen-printing, 1200°C)</th>
<th>LSCM-GDC-1% Ni (screen-printing + impregnation)</th>
<th>GDC impregnated LSCM (Vacuum impregnation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90-10</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-30</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-50</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[20] Ref 1-3 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 20xx
GDC impregnated LSM cathode investigated here.

Doped ceria is a well-known mixed electronic and ionic conductor, and it possesses good catalytic properties towards a lot of oxidation/reduction reactions. To clarify the roles of LSMC and GDC on the impregnation-induced cathode, an impedance comparison was performed on the GDC infiltrated LSM cathode and the GDC impregnated YSZ cathode operating at 900°C in CO2-CO 70-30 mixture, as exhibited in Figure 6. Both cathodes present two distinguishable impedance arcs, yet the arcs from the GDC/LSMC cathode are clearly smaller than those from the GDC/YSZ set. As a result, it is the synergistic contributions from both components, i.e. the GDC nanoparticles and the LSM phase that account for the outstanding performance from the GDC infiltrated LSM cathode towards CO2 electrolysis via SOEC. Oxygen vacancies have been reported to be beneficial for not only the mobility of oxygen ions, but also the favourable accommodation of CO2 chemical adsorption. This can interpret the catalytic contributions from LSMC phase in SOEC operation, based on the fact that the charge compensation as a result of the substitution of Sr into the A-site of LSMC perovskite is achieved by the formation of oxygen vacancies rather than the transition of Cr4+/Mn3+ to Cr3+/Mn4+ at low oxygen partial pressure (i.e. at high CO concentrations).

GDC impregnated LSM cathode with Pd co-catalyst.

Transition metals, such as Ni, Fe, Cu, Pt, Pd etc., have been reported to be essential for electrode catalytic properties improvement in SOFC applications. It also has been found in previous section that the introduction of Ni/Pd co-catalyst appreciably improved the catalytic properties of the cathode prepared by screen-printing. In this part, 0.5-1wt% Pd was added to the GDC impregnated LSM cathode by atmospheric impregnation to further enhance the cathode activity. The performance of the Pd and GDC co-impregnated LSM cathode for CO2 electrolysis in CO2-CO 70-30 at 900°C is displayed in Figure 7, in comparison to the cathode without Pd. As expected, the addition of Pd co-catalyst notably diminishes the impedance arcs of the GDC infiltrated LSM cathode in Fig. 7(a), compared to the cathode without Pd. This means that the cathode properties towards CO2 electrolysis are more intensified by the aid of Pd co-catalyst. In Fig. 7(a), the smallest Rp, i.e. the highest performance, occurs on the cathode with 0.5wt% Pd, and increasing Pd loading to 1wt% does not provide further improvement in cathode activity.

The introduction of Pd co-catalyst substantially decreases the low frequency arc of the GDC infiltrated LSM cathode, meaning the relevant processes, e.g. the surface exchange and diffusion of reactant species, are facilitated with adding Pd co-catalyst. Furthermore, a characteristic frequency value of 18.6 and 3.39Hz was presented in Fig. 7(b) for the low frequency arc from the 0.5wt% and 1wt% Pd assisted GDC coated LSM cathode, respectively, whereas a corresponding value of 1.43Hz is seen on the cathode without Pd. The higher summit frequencies observed again can be attributed to the accelerated surface kinetics, as a result of adding Pd co-catalyst.

Y. Ye and S. Jiang et al investigated the Pd impregnated LSM-YSZ composite anode in methane fuelled SOFCs, and found the Rp associated with the low frequency arc decreased upon adding Pd. The enhancing effect of Pd on the surface exchange and diffusion was proposed to be related to the coexistence of Pd and PdOx on the anode surface, favoured by the presence of water, leading to accelerated oxygen species diffusion in LSMC-YSZ composite. Similarly, the formation of PdOx is possibly promoted by the appearance of CO2 in our study, resulting in the boosted cathode catalytic properties for CO2 electrolysis consequently. However, the Pd/PdOx formed as a result of the interaction between LSCM/GDC and Pd, is a semiconductor which may impact the electrode conductivity adversely. This might explain the
enlarged impedance from the 1.0wt% Pd-GDC co-infiltrated LSCM cathode compared to the counterpart with less Pd.

The Rp values from the 0.5wt% Pd and GDC co-infiltrated LSCM cathode working in varying CO₂-CO atmospheres at 900°C at OCV are listed in Table 4, together with those from the conventional Ni-YSZ cermet cathode working in identical conditions. The detailed electrochemical performance of Ni-YSZ cermet cathode towards high temperature CO₂ electrolysis was covered in Ref 17. Notably, with the introduction of 0.5wt% Pd co-catalyst, the cathode performance of the GDC impregnated LSCM material is doubled compared to that without Pd revealed in Table 3. In Table 4, the 0.5wt% Pd and GDC penetrated LSCM cathode exhibits competitive Rp values with those from a well-behaved state-of-the-art Ni-YSZ cermet cathode under the same conditions. Yet unlike Ni-YSZ, both LSCM and GDC are considered excellent carbon resistant materials,[32, 38, 42 and 44] therefore, the Pd-GDC co-impregnated LSCM material can be regarded as a promising alternative cathode in the application of high temperature CO₂ electrolysis.

3.3 Durability of the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode for CO₂ electrolysis via SOEC

The durability of the 0.5wt% Pd and GDC co-infiltrated LSCM material was evaluated at a constant current density, -0.15A cm⁻², in CO₂-CO 50-50 at 900°C for a period of time, during which the variation in cell potential was recorded. Figure 8(a) exhibits the cell voltage evolution as a function of operating time. The initial voltage fluctuation observed in Fig. 8(a) is due to the switching of fuel gas from H₂-O₂-CO₂-CO to CO₂-CO mixture, which will be explained in the following part. Apart from that, there are hardly any degradations during 23hrs' operation. The impedance spectra of the 0.5wt% Pd and GDC co-impregnated LSCM cathode were recorded before and after the stability test at -0.15A cm⁻², as shown in Figure 8(b). Apparently, the impedance spectra almost overlap and no difference can be seen before and after the durability test. This is consistent with the observations in Fig. 8(a), suggesting a fairly stable performance from the 0.5wt% Pd and GDC co-impregnated cathode operating in CO₂-CO 50-50 mixture.

It should be mentioned that before switching to CO₂-CO mixture, the Pd-GDC co-impregnated LSCM cathode was run in H₂-O₂-CO₂-CO systems for steam-carbon dioxide co-electrolysis for ca. 140hrs, during which evident increase in Rs (from 3.75 to 4.05Ω cm⁻²) with slight increase in low frequency arc was found (results shown in Figure S2). An obvious increase in Rs with unchanged Rp was also reported previously from screen-printed LSCM-GDC cathode operated in CO₂-CO₂ system for ~200hrs at -0.25A cm⁻², caused by the deterioration in the interface between cathode and Pt current collector.[37] Similarly, the degradation in current collector is probably the main reason for the apparent increase in Rs during co-electrolysis, besides the possible increase in cathode lateral resistance due to agglomerations in GDC nanoparticles. A cell potential decay from initially 1.525V to 1.585V happened during co-electrolysis operation. However, the potential recovered back to 1.54V upon switching to CO₂ electrolysis. Corresponding impedance measurements saw a slight decrease in Rs upon the switching. It has been reported that the appearance of moisture in air negatively impacted the stability of the (La₅Sr)MnO₃ (LSM) material in SOFC operation, resulted from a possible enhancement in removal of manganese from LSM/YSZ interfaces when humidity was introduced.[45-46] The presence of steam may affect the property of LSCM in a similar manner as in LSM, however, this is not in the scope of the present study.

The microstructure of the 0.5%Pd-GDC penetrated LSCM cathode was examined after durability test, shown in Figure 9. A good cathode/electrolyte interface is sustained after stability test. From the inner cathode area where the cathode composition is Pd-GDC infiltrated YSZ (Fig. 9(a)), different morphology can be seen in contrast to the fresh cathode (shown in Fig. 2(b)). There are slight agglomerations and growth in the nano particles after prolonged operation. Similar observations can be seen from the outer cathode area (Fig.
Impregnation strategy was applied in this work to tailor the microstructure and therefore to enhance the performance of the LSCM-GDC cathode material in SOECs used for high temperature CO₂ electrolysis. A high performance and durable cathode material for CO₂ electrolysis was realized by vacuum impregnation of GDC into a two-layered LSCM and YSZ skeleton, which gave excellent electrochemical performance and durability in CO₂-CO mixture. The modified microstructure from the GDC/LSCM electrode fabricated via vacuum impregnation featured highly dispersed GDC nano-particles over the porous YSZ and LSCM skeleton. The incorporation of the porous YSZ layer between the electrolyte and LSCM layer avoided the deterioration of cathode/electrolyte interface. Vacuum impregnation offered an effective means to introduce electrochemical and catalytic active component in the form of nano-particles, especially when larger amounts of catalyst were desired.

The impregnation derived GDC/LSCM cathode afforded a facile CO₂ electrochemical reduction process, compared to the screen-printed LSCM-GDC cathode. The Rp from the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode for the CO₂ electrolysis reached 0.42 Ωcm² at OCV at 900°C in CO₂-CO 70-30 mixture, more than two-fold smaller than the value from the screen-printed counterpart operated in identical conditions. The superior performance from the impregnation-derived GDC/LSCM cathode was believed to be associated with the enhanced electrochemical and catalytic activity from the nano-structured GDC phase and the synergistic electro-catalytic properties from the LSCM phase besides GDC nanoparticles. Moreover, the infiltration introduced GDC/LSCM material performed better for CO₂ reduction than CO oxidation in the device as a solid oxide cell, especially in CO₂-rich environment.

A comparable cathode activity with a well-behaved Ni-YSZ cermet cathodes was achieved on the 0.5wt% Pd and GDC co-impregnated LSCM material, which exhibited an Rp of 0.22 Ω cm² in CO₂-CO 50-50 mixture at 900°C (Fig. 8(b)), the same magnitude as the value before the prolonged operation for co-electrolysis and CO₂ electrolysis (Table 4), which again indicates its promise in the application of CO₂ electrochemical reduction through SOECs.

4. Conclusions

Impregnation strategy was applied in this work to tailor the microstructure and therefore to enhance the performance of the LSCM-GDC cathode material in SOECs used for high temperature CO₂ electrolysis. A high performance and durable cathode material for CO₂ electrolysis was realized by vacuum impregnation of GDC into a two-layered LSCM and YSZ skeleton, which gave excellent electrochemical performance and durability in CO₂-CO mixture. The modified microstructure from the GDC/LSCM electrode fabricated via vacuum impregnation featured highly dispersed GDC nano-particles over the porous LSCM and YSZ skeleton. The incorporation of the porous YSZ layer between the electrolyte and LSCM layer avoided the deterioration of cathode/electrolyte interface. Vacuum impregnation offered an effective means to introduce electrochemical and catalytic active component in the form of nano-particles, especially when larger amounts of catalyst were desired.

The impregnation derived GDC/LSCM cathode afforded a facile CO₂ electrochemical reduction process, compared to the screen-printed LSCM-GDC cathode. The Rp from the GDC impregnated LSCM cathode for the CO₂ electrolysis reached 0.42 Ω cm² at OCV at 900°C in CO₂-CO 70-30 mixture, more than two-fold smaller than the value from the screen-printed counterpart operated in identical conditions. The superior performance from the impregnation-derived GDC/LSCM cathode was believed to be associated with the enhanced electrochemical and catalytic activity from the nano-structured GDC phase and the synergistic electro-catalytic properties from the LSCM phase besides GDC nanoparticles. Moreover, the infiltration introduced GDC/LSCM material performed better for CO₂ reduction than CO oxidation in the device as a solid oxide cell, especially in CO₂-rich environment.

A comparable cathode activity with a well-behaved Ni-YSZ cermet cathodes was achieved on the 0.5wt% Pd and GDC co-impregnated LSCM material, which exhibited an Rp of 0.22 Ω cm² at OCV at 900°C in CO₂-CO 70-30 mixture. Durability study of the Pd-GDC co-infiltrated LSCM cathode in CO₂ electrolysis at a constant current density of -0.15A cm⁻² presented a stable potential over a period of ~23 hrs at 900°C in CO₂-CO 50-50 mixture. Although slight agglomerations were observed, the cathode Rp did not change much after prolonged operation in H₂O-H₂-CO₂-CO as well as CO₂-CO mixtures. The Pd-GDC infiltrated LSCM material can thus be considered as a potential cathode for high temperature CO₂ electrolysis and H₂O-CO₂ co-electrolysis.
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